Meeting Minutes

Meeting Title:
Morlais Navigational Stakeholder Meeting
Meeting Objective: Navigational Stakeholder Consultation
Location:
Trearddur Bay Hotel
Date:
13/09/2022
Time 6pm-8pm
Attendees:
Clare Llywelyn – Chair / Project Manager
Gerallt Llewelyn Jones – Senior Responsible Officer of Morlais (GL)
James Orme – Morlais Consenting Lead (JO)
Ian Hughes – Energy Finance, Procurement and Admin Lead
Sarah Livett – Energy Environmental and Compliance Lead
Helen Roberts – Morlais Project Support Officer
Claire Palmer – Morlais Stakeholder Director
André Cocuccio – Marico Marine UK Director (AC)
Llinos Iorweth – Ateb
Rhys Evans – Ateb
Nick Cunliff – Sea Kayak Alliance (NC – SKA)
Jenny Wong – Sea Kayak Alliance (JW – SKA)
Mirco Goldhausen – Sea State Coaching (MG – SSC)
Chris Gaskin – RNLI (CG – RNLI)
Trevor Sturrock – NCI Rhoscolyn (TS – NCI RCN)
Mike Davies – Trearddur Bay Sailing Club (MD – TBSC)
Aubrey Diggle – SBS Charter (AB – SBS)
Nick Goodall – Snowdonia Canoe Club (NG – SCC)
Maldwyn Griffiths – IoACC (MG – IoACC)
Mark Rosenthal – Holyhead Sailing Club (MR – HHSC)
Alistair Pattullo – Canoe Wales (AP – CW)
Gethin Roberts – Sea Kayaking Wales (GR – SKW)
Summary of Actions
No. Action
Resp.
Due.
1
Marico and Morlais to share vessel traffic survey dates, Marico/MCRP 01/3/2023
allowing kayakers to log their activity over the stated period.

2

Morlais to facilitate an introduction between Marico and
Rhoscolyn NCI

MCRP

Morlais to investigate investment opportunities around MCRP
launch and recovery sites, this would include community

20/09/2022

01/3/2023
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development, improving facilities and providing information
points.

Summary of Discussions

Clare Llywelyn





Welcomed the stakeholders to the meeting and shared an introduction to what the
Morlais team hope to achieve by hosting periodic Navigational Stakeholder Meetings
(NSM) throughout the Morlais project.
Introduction of:
o Gerallt Llewelyn, Director of Menter Môn.
o James Orme, Morlais Consenting Lead who would introduce the project so far and
offer technical expertise.
o André Cocuccio, UK Director of Marico Marine services leading the Navigational
Project.
o Claire Palmer, Stakeholder Director and newest member of the Morlais team who
will be chairing future meetings.
o Ateb, who would be providing translation support in meetings and
correspondence.
Agenda:
o Morlais Project so far.
o Navigational Project overview and timeline.
o Q&A
o ToR
o Future meeting agenda and date.
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Introduction to the Morlais Demonstrations Zone (MDZ), a 35km2 sea area west of Holy
Island leased to Menter Môn by the Crown Estate to develop renewable energy.
Tidal energy is predictable, renewable and in the current climate a resource that needs
exploiting to manage the UK energy crisis.
Menter Môn Morlais is offering local businesses, and community an opportunity to
benefit from the industry that will develop as a result of the Morlais project, this includes
an increase in skilled work, and the requirement of local resources such as fabrication and
mechanical production.
Currently the biggest tidal project in the UK is in the Pentland Firth, which can generate
6MW of power. However, they do not have the infrastructure available to connect the
electricity generated to the National Grid, making Morlais unique in its ability to do so.
Menter Môn has been developing the Morlais project for over ten years, but last year the
project was granted consent to proceed, which is why we are here today. Navigation is a
key consideration and we are keen to engage with the stakeholders that use the MDZ
early.
Because the Morlais Demonstration Zone is by definition an area where developers are
able to test different types of turbines, our pre consent work was complicated by not
knowing what types of turbines we were applying for consent to deploy.
The uncertainty was overcome by applying for consent on a “design envelope”, resulting
in the restrictions depicted and summarised in the slide.
There are no exclusion zones in the MDZ. We or the developers may choose to apply for a
temporary safety zone which will be applicable during construction only at a later date if
deemed necessary.
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Since Morlais was granted consent last year, the UK Government has been supportive of
renewable energy.
Magallanes, one of the developers that Morlais have been working with, have been
awarded a Contracts for Difference (CfD) for 5.6MW from the UK Government, which
guarantees the developer a consistent price for the energy they generate over a 15-year
period. Being awarded the CfD allows the company to raise money to progress and deploy
their design.
Morlais have been granted consent for 240MW overall. But as the project is phased,
deployment will be gradual over the next few years. Initially Magallanes’s four turbines
generating 5.6MW will be in the red hatched area.
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The Magallanes design incorporates two contra rotating rotors under a boat like platform
which will be moored to the seabed.
Magallanes will be adapting the turbine to best suit the MDZ, and we would be interested
to hear the stakeholders’ feedback on the design.

The Morlais infrastructure project has been underway and is now nearing completion.
A substation is being constructed near the landfall site that will be sympathetic to the
local landscape.
Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD) is currently being undertaken to route cabling under
and through the cliff face to the seabed. These cables will then be connected to the
turbines allowing the generated electricity to pass back to shore.
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Andre introduced himself as UK Director and gave a brief overview of Marico Marine.
Marico supported Morlais in the pre-consenting stage of the project and are happy to
bring their pre-existing knowledge to the navigational project.
Marico has a small team of 15 staff with extensive maritime experience, who are
underpinned by technical analysts to best support clients.
Marico’s Managing Director supported the IMO to deliver the Formal Safety Assessment
methodology. More recently they’ve supported the Maritime & Coastguard Agency (MCA)
draft previous iterations of what has become MGN 654
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Morlais is the first project of its kind in the UK and Marico will be supporting Morlais to
discharge the navigational obligations in the Marine Licence document.



Above are the component parts of the navigational project Marico will be undertaking.
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Delivery timeline: detailing the winter and summer vessel traffic surveys which are
scheduled to overlap the busy August bank holiday weekend capturing the peak summer
traffic.
The timeline is indicative and will be led by the deployment phases in the project; for each
phase of construction there will be requirements for additional surveys.
NSM meetings are currently scheduled on a 6 monthly basis however this may be more
frequent in the latter end of 2023 as there are more regular changes in the MDZ.
Marico strongly believe that consultation is key, and in addition to the NSM will be
conducting stakeholder consultation in support of their NRAs.
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Marico will be working closely with regulators to provide Morlais with an ongoing NMS.
Marico will be supporting Morlais with an AtoNP that will be periodically reviewed and
updated as the project develops.
Both Marico and Morlais are keen to share plans with stakeholders to ensure they are
fully briefed, and are able to supplement plans with their feedback and local knowledge.
Understanding the flow of traffic in the MDZ is instrumental during the preparation of the
above documents, Marico intend to conduct surveys over the Winter and Summer periods
to capture a true and contemporary reflection of traffic flow.
Marico will be working in close consultation with the MCA and Trinity House, ensuring the
data collected is representative of the requirements set out in the Marine Licence.
It is recognised that vantage point, or AIS analysis only surveys can sometimes not capture
movements of small vessels such as kayakers and yachts, which is why Marico will be
utilising Radar, AIS, and activity logs submitted from stakeholders in addition to visual
data collection. Analysing all of the aforementioned will build a comprehensive picture of
the traffic movement in the MDZ.
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The NRA document will be considered live throughout the Morlais project, and will be
reviewed and updated as construction and operation progresses.
Marico will utilise a risk scoring system to identify evolving risks and provide mitigations at
each phase.
Marico aim to produce reports for comment and approval by NRW, Trinity House and the
MCA at each phase of development.

Marico will be invested in supporting Morlais during the next 4 years of the project.
The Navigational Project is evidence driven and Marico want to invite the stakeholders to
be part of the process.
Marico will be available during both Navigational Stakeholder Meetings and Navigational
Risk Assessment consultations, and are happy to conduct forums with stakeholders on a
one-to-one, stakeholder discipline or meeting basis.
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CL invited the Stakeholders to share their thoughts and take the opportunity to ask questions.

MR – HHSC








MR was concerned as the initial information shared by Morlais suggested the NRA survey
would be conducted via visual observation from the coast only. MR felt this would be
inadequate as a line-of-sight survey would not account for smaller vessels and those not using
AIS. MR felt it was important all MDZ stakeholders were accounted for in the surveys.
MR was glad to hear there were no intentions to introduce exclusion zones in the MDZ, that
restrictions were in regard to the type of turbine that could be deployed in sub zones of the
MDZ.
MR shared a diagram of his own yacht’s AIS tracks over the last few weeks, which
demonstrated regular passages through the MDZ. MR stated his transit line reflected the
route taken by sailors wanting to come to and from HH while avoiding the overfalls. Holyhead
traffic would likely increase in future when repairs were made to Holyhead marina, not
limiting visitors to swinging moorings.
AC assured MR that Marico would be using a wide range of data collection techniques, and
agreed a visual observation only method would risk omitting valuable data.

MD – TRBSC







MD suggested using data available on the RYA platform SafeTrax, but warned that the system
was dependent on the user maintaining mobile phone signal.
AC stated that RYA data was considered during the data analysis process, however data was
an average reflection of the area of interest, not concurrent with the survey period. The data
provided a holistic understanding of the maritime disciplines in the area, helping build a
comprehensive data picture.
MD was concerned using average data may not be a true reflection of activity; traffic in the
MDZ was dependent on weather conditions, particularly in the area near the tidal races off
Holyhead.
AC explained that the MCA stipulated that the vessel traffic survey was conducted in both
summer and winter to gain an appreciation of minimum and maximum numbers. However,
the methodology is evolving and subject to periodic review.

JW – SKA


JW explained an ongoing interest in the Morlais project and reiterated that kayakers are at
risk of not being accounted for in surveys. Neither visual, radar, nor AIS are likely to record a
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kayaker offshore, and investigations into producing Strava data has been unsuccessful as we
estimate only around 5% of kayakers use the tracking app.
JW suggested Morlais and Marico hold a meeting with kayakers to discuss the sea states,
weather and operation locations, so not to overlook their stake in the MDZ data picture. JW
felt kayakers are the most vulnerable group.
JW offered activity logs from the local leisure and commercial users to capture kayakers in the
survey accurately.
AC concurred and confirmed that discussions with stakeholder groups were the foremost
intention of consulting process. If kayakers were able to estimate their activities during the
survey periods Marico would be able to feed that data into the overall risk picture.

NC – SKA





NC confirmed that professional / commercial and voluntary / recreational groups are frequent
visitors to the area, there are strong links in the kayaking community and it is in our interest
to share both commercial and leisure activity logs with Morlais and Marico.
JO- Marico will endeavour to marry data captured technologically and visually on site and
stakeholder submissions. The Morlais team will support that by facilitating NSM meetings.
AC- Marico are able to accept handwritten logs of kayaking trips, and will collate with other
data to provide a full traffic survey.

JW – SKA



Can Marico provide a time frame the surveys will be conducted, that way we can accurately
log activity during that period.
ACTION JO confirmed that Marico and Morlais would be happy to let stakeholders know when
the survey periods are likely to be closer to the time, allowing kayakers to log their activity
over that period.

TS – NCI RCN





TS - from the NCI RCN building we have an unobstructed view from Penrhyn Mawr to Ty Croes.
Daily logs (roughly 10am to 5-6pm, 365 days a year) of all traffic passing through, or operating
in the area, are submitted to the NCI for posterity monthly. Reports are categorised into vessel
type and is of high accuracy; the NCI would be able to share this data with Marico.
AC confirmed Marico would greatly appreciate the use of NCI data.
ACTION Morlais to facilitate an introduction between Marico and the NCI

AP – CW
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AP asked if the NCI data would capture kayaks operating at the southern end of the Green
MDZ sub zone which TS confirmed.
JO confirmed the NCI logs would provide excellent contextual data to the survey analysis.

MR – HHSC






MR queried the visual range from the NCI vantagepoint.
TS stated they were able to see Penrhyn Mawr clearly from the NCI building.
MR shared that many events transits through the NCI visual area, and felt they could be
reflected in the historic NCI data.
MR offered to supplement the NCI logs with HH and Pwllheli sailing club event calendars. The
calendar would detail races that transit the MDZ throughout the year.
AC accepted the offer, but assured the intention was to schedule surveys during periods
events would be held to capture the maximum traffic in the area.

MG – SKUK




MG asked Marico if they could provide the kayakers with an app similar to Strava, which when
activated during trips would share activities directly with Marico.
AC Marico did not have this provision at present. However, Marico were able to process
submitted Strava data.
JW reiterated that only 5% of kayakers use Strava, and it could be a poor reflection of
activities.

NG – SCC





NG thanked Morlais for allowing the stakeholders the opportunity to share their views. NG
felt all stakeholders were happy to hear Morlais had no intentions to implement exclusion
zones.
NG was interested in how Morlais could support activity leaders who were facilitating groups
with an interest in learning more about the turbines.
AC confirmed it was not UK policy to establish exclusion zones. This is demonstrated in
windfarms where vessel traffic has free access. The only possible restriction would be a 500m
temporary safety zone during construction to preserve the safety of mariners.

AP – CW


AP said this was discussed in the inquiry. The safety zone is primarily because vessels cause a
threat to the development while it is being constructed. As kayakers are not a threat to the
development, AP stated the safety zone could be reduced to allow a safer passage to them.
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JO appreciated the point and stated that would be considered, if a safety zone was submitted
for consideration.
AC - it would not be the MCA that ruled on any exemptions, the authorising body would be
BEIS. All safety zones are considered on a case-by-case basis and this could be discussed during
consideration.
AP and MD impressed there must always be a safe passage for local traffic. If all of the
developments have safety area during construction there will be limitations on transit routes.
JO clarified that the developments were phased, it was unlikely multiple developers would be
constructing simultaneously. There were going to be no exclusion zones, and at this time there
were no current plans to apply for temporary safety zones. However, if a safety zone
application was submitted, there would be a consultation and local traffic safety would be
accounted for.

MD – TRBSC




MD pointed out that the prime periods of activity occur in August which would likely coincide
with the construction weather windows. This would, if there was a safety zone applied, create
a pinch point and impact safe passage in and out of the Trearddur Bay.
JO assured the meeting that the only purpose of a Safety Zone is to preserve the safety of
mariners, all considerations to this effect would be made prior to implementation.

JO – Morlais




During the application for consent, we were obliged to present a case to the Transport for
Works Act for the entire 240 MW deployment. We were required to give a worst-case
scenario, including risk mitigations that may be required should the project be fully deployed
in a single phase of construction. Whereas the application for the ML was more flexible and
we were able to represent the realistic phased deployment the project would be subject to.
We will not be situating turbines in a developer array so close together there will not be safe
passage between turbines, and the developer berths will equally be situated sufficiently far
apart that even if there are safety zones applied during construction there will be room to
transit safely through the MDZ. Morlais acknowledged that the inshore route was very
important.

AB – SBS


AB can’t see the development directly affecting his business, and believes a collaboration with
the NCI could offer a solution to issues discussed in the meeting so far. There may also be an
opportunity to extend the NCI coverage north, if the NCI were willing to consider extending
their area of responsibility.
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AC concurs that a working relationship with the NCI may also benefit future NRAs conducted
for tidal energy projects.

CG – RNLI


CG was grateful to be part of the discussion, and expressed that the only concern of the RNLI
was how the project would impact search and rescue conducted in the MDZ and areas to the
west.

MG – IoACC







MG asked how far the HDD drills which will house the infrastructure cables extend out from
the shore under the seabed. As any area behind the “pop out” of the HDD drills would be in
effect a safe inshore channel where no turbines would be situated.
JO confirmed the HDDs would not emerge from the seabed until the drills had extended a few
hundred meters from the shore, and there would be a safe passage behind this point.
MG acquiesced the minimum depth restricted zones would be insufficient for larger vessels
however kayakers and the most vulnerable stakeholders would have this available to them to
navigate the MDZ safely.
AC Marico would be consulting Trinity House in the AtoNP, however there would be IALA
buoyage around the turbines to indicate areas of safe navigation.


GR – SKW


GR felt the meeting had been positive and was content with the clarification of the
navigational rights in the MDZ.

JW – SKA





JW queried other floating devices and associated electrical hubs.
JO Morlais can’t be definitive regarding the deployment arrangements of the site at this point.
All of the turbine designs will be unique, and arrangements regarding their situation will be
dependent on their design.
JO suggested that as the Magallanes turbine is a surface mounted device, the necessary cable
connection components will be mounted on the platform, but this was to be confirmed.

MD – TRBSC


MD wanted reassurance the moorings would be sufficient, as the MDZ is exposed to high seas
and winds during storms.
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JO shared that he held a PhD on combined wave and tidal loads on tidal devices, and so had
some knowledge of the processes of design used for moorings and a key part of this, is that
the moorings would be subject to a 3rd party assessment to ensure they were adequate.
AC – The moorings are also considered hazard which is scored in the device specific NRA
process.
JO supported the assurances with examples of tidal devices withstanding exceptional
conditions in test sites around the world. This included calculations where the devices were
subject to 50 year return waves or similar, and provisions made to include safety factors.
MR asked if the Magallanes devices would be on swinging moorings, as there were different
loadings dependent on different sea conditions and wanted to make the Morlais team aware
that there could be significant cross waves in the area.
JO explained the Magallanes devices would be moored at stern and bow as they were bidirectional, and that the loads from the sea would not be underestimated.

MG – SSC



MG asked if Morlais had considered the North Coast of Anglesey for the MDZ.
GL The Crown Estate dictated the parameters of the area they invited organisations to submit
to lease.

MG – IoACC


Could appreciate there may be additional complications situating off Amlwch, however there
have been scientific projects and operations that have operated there in the last few years.
There may be value in this data and he would be happy to share the contact details with
Morlais.

TS – NCI RCN



TS asked if Minesto would be operating in the MDZ.
GL and JO Stated Morlais and Minesto are separate commercial entities. Minesto operate in
an area called the Holyhead Deep as the Minesto devices require a different tidal
environment.

GR – SSC


GR felt that there would be interest in the turbines from the kayaking community and
requested that Morlais provided additional information to activity providers such as himself
to supplement any trips in the MDZ.
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JO stated that he believed there had been an increase in visitor numbers surrounding to the
Tidal project in Orkney.
AP confirmed that a local club had visited the Orkney site, but not specifically to view the
marine energy project.

JO – Morlais





Morlais have an interest in how the development will impact tourism, and local business.
ACTION Morlais to investigate investment opportunities around launch and recovery sites,
this would include community development, improving facilities and providing information
points.
JO and GL discussed that as part of the consenting process we were obliged to provide
information to the public, and stakeholders had an opportunity to share their ideas in these
meetings.

AP – CW











AP asked for clarification regarding the ToR that was shared prior to the meeting and the
intention for NSM going forward. AC expressed a preference for workshops to be held by
discipline.
AC stated that Marico were invested in working with stakeholders to develop the NRA. Marico
were happy to engage with stakeholders in the format preferred by individuals or sub groups.
AP highlighted that he had submitted documents listing concerns from the kayaking
community.
JO assured that the concerns expressed had been heard and would be considered in the NRA.
However, Marico would be conducting their contract within the rules and conditions
stipulated by the MCA.
AC encouraged any stakeholder that felt there were limitations to the current process to
submit their feedback directly to the MCA. All guidance produced is subject to a consultation
process.
AP asked, in regards to the liability held by Morlais, who is responsible should there be an
incident within the MDZ because of the device design?
JO stated that the topic would be discussed with the developers and Menter Môn would
respond back, however he reiterated that the risk to kayakers has been assessed to be low.

MG – IoACC


MG asked what the kayakers believed to pose a risk to their safety.
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JO stated that the topic should be fully addressed, and that Morlais would include risk in more
detail in the next NSM. Morlais encouraged stakeholders to highlight groups that they felt
weren’t represented on the ToR.

AC – Marico




Prior to the next meeting we will be conducting the NMS and AtoNP, Marico will have also
conducted the first winter vessel traffic survey.
Suggest the next meeting should be scheduled to allow Marico to present information to the
stakeholders, and gather feedback on the data so far.
GL confirmed that comments received in the NSM would be integrated into the NMS and
Marico's strategy to deliver the navigational project.

CL – Morlais








CL asked the meeting what format they would like the NSM in future, whether to continue
face to face or hold it virtually.
MR – requested both face to face and virtual
TS – face to face
JW – asked for an opportunity to discuss and input on the device
design, NMS timeline, and how the AtoNP needed to consider the low perspective of the
kayaker. JW and AP believed there may be unconsidered snagging hazards presented to
kayakers in the device design and suggested there should be an expert kayak perspective
assessment.
AC stated the Morlais and Marico team would take the comments that had been aired and
consider how best to proceed.
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